Abstract. In 1960, A. Haefliger presented necessary and sufficient conditions for factoring a smooth map from a surface into the plane through an immersion into R3. Here, necessary and sufficient conditions are given for factoring a map between manifolds of dimension n, n > 2, through an immersion into a line bundle over the range. In addition, conditions are given for factoring such a map through a submersion from a line bundle over the domain.
By a desingularization of a smooth map f: M -* V between manifolds we mean one of the following.
(1) An immersion F: M -> E for some line bundle m: E -» V such that/ = m ° F or (2) a submersion F': E' -> F for some line bundle m': E' -» M with zero section s such that/ = F' ° s.
We say / desingularizes in the first (resp. second) sense with respect to E (resp. £"). If/has a desingularization in the first sense, then the pull-back of the normal bundle to the image of F provides a line bundle with respect to which / has a desingularization in the second sense. The converse is not true. The map for Figure  1 desingularizes in the second sense but not the first. In this paper we present necessary and sufficient conditions for desingularizing a generic map with respect to a given bundle. In [1] A. Haefliger provides necessary and sufficient conditions for factoring a generic map from a closed surface into the plane through an immersion into R3. Let /: M -> V be a smooth map where M is a closed smooth n-manifold and F is a smooth n-manifold and let m: £-> V be a line bundle. If there is an immersion F: M -» E with / = m ° F we say / factors through an immersion into E. If / does factor then rank df > n -1 everywhere, or equivalent^, the corank of / does not exceed one. The singularities of a generic /, by which we mean 2-generic and finite-to-one [2] , with rank df > n -1 everywhere, are stratified by the manifolds 5, = {x G A/|rank dfx = n -I], S,, = (x G 5,|rank d(f¡s)x = n -2}.
The map/being 2-generic ensures that Sx and Sxx are submanifolds of M. If we regard the Klein bottle as {(</>, 0)|<p G Sx, 0 E [0, 2w]} mod the relation (</>, 0) = (-<p, 2w) then /(<p, 9) = (cos <p + 2, f?) is a map from the Klein bottle to the plane (in polar coordinates). We will show that this map desingularizes in the second sense but not in the first sense. Figure 1 represents the image of this map. For n = 2 a point in S,, is called a cusp. In this setting Haefliger's theorem is: A generic map f: M2 -* R2 factors through an immersion into R3 if and only if each connected component of Sx with an even (resp. odd) number of cusps has an orientable (resp. nonorientable) neighborhood.
The following example of a map/: S2 -► R2 which cannot be desingularized is due to A. Haefliger: Figure 2 The set 5, consists of two parallel curves C and C" each containing exactly one cusp; the image of the annulus bounded by two parallel curves between C and C" is a ribbon forming a figure eight bounded by the dashed curves; the two thin curves represent the images of the boundaries of polar caps. If / factors through an immersion F, then dF defines a bundle map from K to E over/ ° i, which is an isomorphism on the fibres. Hence i*f*w(E) = w(K).
Conversely, if i*f*w(E) = w(K) there is a bundle map L: K^>E over f ° i which is an isomorphism on the fibres. We will use this map in factoring / locally. For each/? G M choose a closed disk Bp containing/? such that the bundles K and E are trivial over Bp n Sx and f(Bp) respectively. Furthermore, since / is finite-toone we can choose these disks so that fip) £ f(dBp). From this first condition we obtain, by integrating a vector field extending K, an immersion Fp: Bp -» E for each p. Proof of Theorem 2. At a point p G Sx -Sxx the map/is a. fold, i.e./can be written as/(x,_y) = (x2, y) forxe«1 and y G R"~x. If we have a submersion F' there is a unique positive direction on the fibre Ep.,p E Sx -Sxx determined by: v is positive if and only if for any neighborhood of p, Np, we have F(av) E f(Np) for all sufficiently small a > 0. Since / is 2-generic we can choose a section of £"|Si which is positive on Sx -Sxx and which meets the zero section transversally with intersection Sxx. Hence [Sx,] is the Stiefel-Whitney class of Ex's as is i*w(E').
Conversely if [S,,] = i*w(E') consider the line bundle over S, whose fibres are the lines normal to the image f(Sx). For a 2-generic / this latter bundle is well defined and has Stiefel-Whitney class [5,,] . Therefore this bundle is equivalent to E!s . Using a bundle isomorphism we can define F' on EL. We then extend F' so that it is constant on the fibres outside of a neighborhood of Sx.
Since any class in HX(M; Z2) is the Stiefel-Whitney class of some line bundle over M, the following are immediate for a map/with rank df > n -1 everywhere. With these corollaries we can establish the desingularization statements for the map of Figure 1 .
